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The magnetic domain structures in thin FexNi(12x) alloy films grown on Cu~111! have been
investigated by the photoemission electron microscope~PEEM!. By tuning the photon energy to
respective x-ray absorption edges, element-specific information can be obtained with PEEM. We
have observed clear ferromagnetic domains on samples with an iron concentration ofx<0.6 and
x51.0. The PEEM images indicate that Fe and Ni form a good alloy on Cu~111!, with the same
domain structures and the magnetization in each domain aligned for both elements. The domain
sizes and shapes exhibit dependence on thickness, stoichiometryx, and substrate quality. ©2004
American Vacuum Society.@DOI: 10.1116/1.1631295#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Controlling the synthesis and characterizing the resul
properties of ultrathin metal films at the atomic monolay
level is critical for a better understanding of magnetotra
port properties of such films and their technological use
the magnetic storage industry. For example, interdiffusion
known to have detrimental effects on the giant magnetore
tive effect in Cu/FeNi/Cu systems which are relevant to s
valve magnetic disk drive heads. When the intermixed reg
is reduced to 1 Å or less, the effect is expected to increa
considerably.1 We have studied thin FexNi(12x) alloy films
grown on Cu~111! for their relevance to the above mention
technology.

FeNi alloys have also been a subject of intense study
cause of the Invar effect manifested in Fe65Ni35 alloys.2–7

The bulk alloys show anomalous behavior when the Fe c
centration approaches;65%. When the structural transfo
mation from the face-centered-cubic~fcc! to the body-
centered-cubic~bcc! phase occurs, the Curie temperature a
the magnetic moment collapse, simultaneously. It has l
been known that the effect is related to magnetism8 but its
origin is still not well understood.9 Gaining control over the
synthesis of these films and characterizing the system
comprehensive manner will allow us to better address
question of interest.

In recent years, molecular-beam epitaxy has been u
for layer-by-layer synthesis of epitaxial FexNi(12x) films
on Cu substrates.3–6,10Techniques, such as low-energy ele
tron diffraction ~LEED!,5,6 reflection high-energy electro
diffraction ~RHEED!,5,6 photoelectron diffraction,4 surface
magneto-optical Kerr effect~SMOKE!,5,6 x-ray photoemis-
sion spectroscopy with the technique of x-ray magnetic

a!Electronic mail: chiang@physics.ucdavis.edu
b!Present address: Swiss Light Source, Paul Scherrer Ins

CH 5232 Villigen PSI, Switzerland.
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ear dichroism~XMLD !,6,12 Mossbauer spectroscopy,2,3 and
superconducting quantum interference device~SQUID!
magnetometry,3 have been applied to characterize the dep
dence of the crystal structure, the macroscopic magnet
tion, and the local magnetic moments on the composition
the alloys. One important factor in characterizing a magne
system is information on the domain structures. The ab
mentioned techniques, however, lack the ability to spatia
determine the microscopic magnetic structure of the t
films. Though the ferromagnetic~FM! domain structure in
bulk FexNi(12x) alloys has been studied for Permalloy a
Perminvar by neutron scattering and complex permeab
measurement,11 no such study has been performed on th
films. Here, we report photoemission electron microsco
~PEEM! images of the FM domain structure in ultrathin film
of FexNi(12x), grown epitaxially on Cu~111!. We have used
the PEEM to directly observe the domain structure of
films and its dependence on thickness, stoichiometryx, and
substrate quality.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experiments were performed with the PEEM2 facil
on beamline 7.3.1.1 at the Advanced Light Source
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. The focused circ
larly polarized x rays were incident on the sample at an an
of 30° from the surface. The PEEM2 microscope imag
low-energy secondary photoelectrons from the sample w
magnification onto a phosphor screen that is read b
charge-coupled device camera. The spatial resolution
PEEM2 is limited to 20 nm by chromatic aberrations.12

Samples were prepared in the preparation chamber
tached to the PEEM chamber~base pressure;7
310210 Torr in the preparation chamber and 131029 in the
PEEM chamber!. The Cu~111! crystal was mechanically pol
ished and, for some samples, subsequently electropolis
t,
1354Õ22„1…Õ135Õ5Õ$19.00 ©2004 American Vacuum Society
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before inserting it into the vacuum system. The surface w
cleaned by cycles of Ar-ion bombardment~1.5 kV, 2
31027 Torr) and annealing. The alloy films of two differen
thicknesses@5 monolayers~ML ! and 10 ML# were grown at
room temperature by coevaporation of Fe and Ni onto
Cu~111! substrate. The growth rates of the Fe and Ni sour
were calibrated separately immediately before the prep
tion of each sample. The typical growth rate for a film w
0.8 ML/min. We have systematically changed the concen
tion of the FexNi(12x) alloy films. We studied a total of 16
samples (x50, 0.28, 0.55, 0.6, 0.66, 0.74, and 1.0 at;10
Å'5 ML, and x50.9, 0.25, 0.33, 0.42, 0.44, 0.5, 0.55, a
1.0 at;20 Å'10 ML!. LEED patterns observed for sever
samples showed six-fold symmetry in agreement with the
lattice structure.

The imaging of magnetic domains with the PEEM mak
use of the x-ray magnetic circular dichroism~XMCD! effect
that arises at the x-ray absorption edges. Domains on
sample that have different geometric projections of the m
netization direction onto the direction of the incomingx rays
show a different absorption cross section for circularly p
larized light.13,14 In the case of FexNi(12x) films, the domain
pattern for Fe~Ni! is enhanced by taking the difference
the two images acquired at the Fe~Ni! L3 and Fe~Ni! L2
edges. Since the XMCD signal changes its sign when swi
ing from the L3 to the L2 edge, stronger contrast arise
Element selectivity is ensured by tuning the photon energ
the characteristic absorption edges, and the surface sen
ity is attributed to the limited escape depth of the electro
~;2–10 nm! used to form the PEEM image.15–17

III. RESULTS

Samples with high Fe content (x50.66 and 0.74 at 5 ML!
were observed to be nonmagnetic at 300 K. All other al
samples (x<0.6, 5 and 10 ML! showed clear ferromagneti
contrast. This trend of reduction in the Curie temperature
higher Fe concentration had also been observed by XMLD18

We also found that a pure Ni film at 5 ML thickness w
nonmagnetic at 300 K. According to a SMOKE measu
ment, 5 MLs is approximately the thickness where the Cu
temperature becomes less than 300 K for Ni/Cu~111!.19

Figures 1~a! and 1~b! show FM contrast images for Fe an
Ni, measured on a 10 ML thick Fe0.42Ni0.58 alloy film. The
contrast visible in these images is clearly FM since the c
trast in the image acquired at theL3 absorption edge re
verses in the image atL2 edge. The two images unambig
ously show that Fe and Ni have the same domain struct
with their magnetization aligned. This observation is cons
tent for every sample analyzed. We can, therefore, conc
that these two elements form a good alloy on the Cu~111!
surface. The strength of the contrast is in proportion to
dichroism effect at the two absorption edges used for im
ing. As illustrated in the two images of Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!,
the Ni dichroism is always smaller than the Fe dichrois
Thus, all other magnetic images shown in this article are
magnetic contrast images for clearer contrast.
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. A, Vol. 22, No. 1, Jan ÕFeb 2004
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Figures 1~c! and 1~d! show the local x-ray absorption
spectra obtained for Fe and Ni in regions 1 and 2 of Fi
1~a! and 1~b!. The spectra clearly show magnetic dichrois
at the two absorption edges. This analysis confirms that
contrast in the images arises from the difference of the m
netization directions in these regions and is not of a to
graphic nature.

Next, we would like to discuss the dependence of
domain structures of the alloy films on the film thickness a
substrate quality. Figure 2 shows typical images from th
ML samples with varying concentration. No consistent p

FIG. 1. ~a! Fe and~b! Ni contrast in XMCD FM images with a 6mm36 mm
field of view for a 10 ML sample,x50.42. ~c! Fe and~d! Ni magnetic
circular dichroism spectra ofL3 andL2 edges from two different regions
~labeled 1 and 2! in ~a! and ~b!.
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137 Sato et al. : Magnetic domain structures 137
tern was observed at this thickness; instead, the magn
structures appear to reflect topographic features of the
face. Similar features were observed in the images acqu
at the preabsorption edge for magnetic samples and th
acquired at absorption edges for nonmagnetic samples at
K. In those images, the contrast arises from topograp
structures and the difference in the work function of the s
face. This observation supports the view that, for 5 M
thickness on a mechanically polished substrate, the for
tion of domain structures is strongly influenced by the s
face topographic features. When Fe0.28Ni0.72 and Fe0.55Ni0.45

~5 ML! samples were annealed above the Curie tempera
the magnetic contrast which had been observed at 30
gradually disappeared. Magnetic contrast was recove
again as the sample temperature was lowered below the
rie temperature, confirming that the observed domain str
tures were pinned by geometric features on the surface.

In contrast, 10 ML samples on an electropolished s
strate showed very different domain structures for three
ferent concentrations~Fig. 3!. First, pinning of domains due
to surface defects was observed much less frequently.

FIG. 2. Fe XMCD FM images with aH 22mm3V 30mm field of view for
5 ML samples with varying Fe concentrationx: ~a! x50.28, ~b! x50.55,
and ~c! x50.6.

FIG. 3. Fe XMCD ferromagnetic images for 10 ML samples with varying
concentrationx: ~a! x50.33, 10mm310 mm, ~b! x50.42, 40mm340 mm,
~c! x50.55, 40mm340 mm, and~d! image of another film showing little
domain structure,x50.5, 65mm365 mm.
JVST A - Vacuum, Surfaces, and Films
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other striking difference is the concentration dependence
the domain structures, which is clearly depicted in the th
images shown in Fig. 3. At the lower Fe content ofx
50.33, the domains are much smaller in size, and large
tions of the surface have ambiguous contrast of gray w
varying shades. The average diameter of the circular isla
like domains was;0.8 mm, which is an order of magnitude
smaller than the typical domain size observed on sam
with higher Fe content. At the increased Fe concentration
x50.42 andx50.55, the dominant domain structures are
an elongated shape, and the contrast between domain
different magnetization is very clear. The size of these el
gated structures varies from smaller domains,;2.5 mm
length and;1 mm width, to larger ones,;20 mm length and
;4 mm width. The two clearly defined shades in the imag
indicate that there is a preferred direction of magnetizati
and the magnetization in each domain is aligned along
direction. In this case, domains that appear dark have t
magnetization mostly antiparallel to the projection of t
photon angular momentum, and vice versa for the regi
that have lighter shades. The images of Fe0.33Ni0.67 films, for
thicknesses of both 5 and 10 ML, indicate that there is
such preferred direction for magnetization in those samp
Figure 3~d! shows a magnetic contrast image of a 10 M
Fe0.5Ni0.5 film. This sample, in contrast to other 10 M
samples at a concentration range of 42%–55%, showed
domain structure. The structures of the films were similar
10 ML films of lower Fe concentration. More experimen
are necessary to explain the different domain structures
samples with a similar concentration.

Figure 4 shows two different 10 ML films for Fe conce
trations of x50.42 andx50.44, each showing the typica
domain structures observed at these Fe concentrations.
difference in contrast in both images arises from the diff
ence in the relative orientation of the magnetization and
projection of the angular momentum of the incident photo
Very high contrast between domains is observed in Fig. 4~a!,
suggesting that the magnetization vectors are in the p
and are nearly parallel or nearly antiparallel to the project
of the angular momentum of the incident photon. If this
the case, rotating the sample by 90° would result in
nearly complete loss of contrast between magnetic doma
except for domain walls. Indeed, this loss of contrast is s

FIG. 4. Fe XMCD images for 10 ML samples showing domain structu
which are typical for Fe concentration ofx50.42 to 0.55. The arrows indi-
cate the magnetization direction within each domain:~a! x50.42 and~b!
x50.44, with crystal substrate rotated approximately 90° with respect to
substrate in the previous image.
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138 Sato et al. : Magnetic domain structures 138
in Fig. 4~b!, for which the photon angular momentum r
mained the same, while the crystal substrate was rotated
proximately 90°. The domain walls are clearly visible as da
lines in Fig. 4~b!, as a result of the continuous rotation of th
magnetization by 180° within the domain walls. The width
the domain walls is on the order of 1mm.

IV. DISCUSSION

Previous studies on FexNi(12x) alloy films grown on
Cu~100! showed two important results concerning the str
ture and growth of the films.5,6,10 First, the alloy films grow
epitaxially in the fcc phase for the entire concentration ran
of Fe. At higher coverage (;4 ML), however, a small re-
duction of the in-plane lattice constant~0.7%–1% compared
to the substrate parameter! is observed for samples of
higher Fe concentration.5 Nevertheless, no abrupt structur
change into the bcc phase is indicated, unlike the bulk fo
Second, RHEED experiments indicate good layer-by-la
growth, independent of thickness and concentration. Sm
deviations in the crystal structure were observed for films
a higher Fe concentration (x50.77 and 0.8!,5 but the fcc
phase appears to prevail. On Cu~111!, similar epitaxial
growth was observed by RHEED experiments, and ad
tional x-ray diffraction measurements confirmed that no b
phase was present in the films over the entire Fe conce
tion range.3

Studies using SMOKE, XMLD, and SQUID have foun
that the alloy films on Cu~100! and Cu~111! show ferromag-
netic signals for all Fe concentrations.3–6,18 We have con-
firmed the ferromagnetic state of films on Cu~111! up to x
50.6 which show clear FM domains at room temperatu
On Cu~100!, a drop in magnetization and anomalous beh
ior of TC was observed for;65% Fe content. We have ob
served both of these phenomena on the Cu~111! surface, as
discussed above. For the case of FexNi(12x) /Cu(100), it has
been suggested that a magnetic phase transition from a
spin FM state into another phase takes place at the ab
mentioned concentration, which is also manifested by
change in lattice parameters. In fact, a close connection
tween the Fe magnetization and the atomic volume has b
found.6 On Cu~111!, no detailed study on the structural ev
lution of the films is available to determine the correlati
between the observed magnetic change and the atomic
ume. The comparable growth of the alloy films and simi
magnetic behavior observed on two different surfaces, h
ever, imply that the magnetic behavior of the alloy films
Cu~111! may also be explained by the change in the atom
volume. If that is true, the increase in film magnetizati
from a lowerx content tox;0.5– 0.6, which is observed b
SQUID3 and XMLD,18 suggests that the increase in t
atomic volume for Cu~111! is similar to that for Cu~100!.

How is the domain structure of the film affected by th
change in magnetism? Our magnetic contrast images s
that, at 10 ML thickness on an electropolished substr
typical domain sizes increase from a lower Fe content tx
50.6. For 5 ML films on a mechanically polished substra
domain structures appear to be strongly correlated with
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. A, Vol. 22, No. 1, Jan ÕFeb 2004
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topographic features of the surface. On 10 ML films, w
have also observed characteristic elongated domains
samples with a higher Fe content (0.42<x<0.6). Abovex
50.66, films were observed to be nonmagnetic at room te
perature, indicating a magnetic transition in process acc
panied by a drop inTC . It is interesting to note that the N
magnetization appears to be independent of
concentration.18,20 This may be due to the fact that the N
lattice parameter (a53.52 Å) is much closer to that of the
Cu substrate (a53.61 Å) than that of Fe (a52.87 Å), so
that the strain due to the epitaxial growth does not affect
Ni magnetic moment as much.

V. CONCLUSION

Despite this observed difference in the magnetism of
and Ni, the two elements have the same domain structu
with their magnetization aligned as shown. From this obs
vation, we conclude that the two elements form a good al
with no evidence of segregation on the Cu~111! surface. Do-
main structures were pinned by topography for 5 M
samples of varying concentration on mechanically polish
substrates. For electropolished substrates, sharp magneti
main constrast was not correlated with topography. For a
concentration ofx>0.6, the films were nonferromagnetic
room temperature, agreeing with previous results show
reduced Curie temperature.18 For the bulk alloy,x>0.65 is
approximately the concentration where the Curie tempe
ture and the magnetic moment collapse as mentioned be
For a 10 ML film with x50.42, 0.44, and 0.55, the magn
tization was in plane, and rotation of the sample with resp
to the photon polarization showed 180° domain walls.
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